'Tliis paper addresses robustness to linear unstructured uncertainty at. the plant input for MIMO nonlinear systems under feedback linearization. For simplicity, the plant is assumed to be exact feedback linearizable and i n the so-called normal form. Two sufficient condit,ions for B I B 0 stability in Lz are given, under respective assumptions on the nonlinear dynamics of the nominal plant, using a small gain argument. The first condition applies to general exact feedback linearizable nonlinear plants in normal form, but is shown to be too conservative for practical use. The second condition is shown to be practical and analogous to well known stability robustness results for LTI systems. In particular, it has a simple frequency domain interpretation and embodies the loopshaping concept of the LTI result. However, this result can only be applied to a restricted class of nonlinear plants. Therefore, the two results of this paper can be viewed as two extremes in terms of practicality and generality in which there is a tradeoff between these two qualities.
Introduction
Feedback linearization is the use of coordinate transformation a.nd state feedback to algebraically transform the 1/0 map of a nonlinear system to a linear one. Once the nonlinear system has been suitably transformed, quite possibly in another coordinate system, the resulting linearized system can be controlled through additional state feedback using well-established linear control methodologies. Consequently, feedback linearization has been an attractive control design method for highly nonlinear systems. However, since feedback linearization is predicated on the exact cancellation of dynamics via feedback, issues of robustness and sensitivity to uncertainties remain as the chief drawback for this design methodology. 
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Over the last decade, much work has been done to address the robustness of feedback linearization to parametric uncertainty. This work has centered around the application of feedback linearization to robotic manipulators. For example, Slotine and Sastry [l] , Samson [a], Spong et. al. [3] , and Spong and Vidyasagar [4] have all proposed different synthesis schemes t o guarantee robustness under bounded uncertainties. In each case, the overall control consists of nominal feedback linearization followed by additional state feedback designed to guarantee robustness. Subsequently, Spong [5] extended some of these schemes to general feedback linearizable systems by imposing structured matching conditions on the parametric uncertainties.
In contrast to parametric uncertainty, robustness to unstructured uncertainty has not been widely dealt with in the literature. Unstructured uncertainty refers to lumped, possibly infinite dimensional, dynamic uncertainty. In the few works that mention unstructured uncertainty, the problem has been largely relegated to a side issue and subsequent results given in a qualitative manner. For example, Slotine [6] places rule of thumb type restrictions on the desired control "bandwidth." In Kravaris, [7] , a sufficient condition for stability robustness to multiplicative unstructured uncertainty at the plant output is proposed. However, the result reduces to well-known robustness results for LTI systems, [8] , since the uncertainty is assumed to be outside of the feedback linearization loop, i.e. the state feedback is assumed not t o be corrupted by the uncertainty. Finally, in a recent paper by Enns et al. [9] , the issue of robustness to unstructured uncertainty at the plant input is examined in the applicaton of feedback linearization to flight control. A sufficient condition for robust stability is proposed and issues concerning conservatism and practicality are addressed. This paper analyzes the stability robustness to multiplicative unstructured uncertainty at the plant input for MIMO nonlinear systems under feedback linearization. Specifically, two sufficient conditions for BIBO stability in Lz are established, under respective assumptions on the nonlinear dynamics of the nominal plant, using a small gain argument. We show that these two conditions can be viewed as two extremes in terms of practicality. The first condition is similar to that in [9] . As in [9] , we discuss the practicality of this condition and argue that it is too conservative for design use. In an effort to generate a more useful result, we make an additional assumption on the plant which, although places further restrictions on the class of nonlinear plants under analysis, yields a second, more practical, sufficient condition suitable for design use. We note that this second condition has a simple frequency domain interpretation and allows us to perform loopshaping analogous to well-known stability robustness results for LTI systems with unstructured uncertainty, [8] . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem and introduces notation. In Sections 3, the two sufficient conditions for robust stability are derived and discussed. Finally, conclusions and remarks for further research are presented in Section 4.
Notation and Problem Statement
In this section, we first clarify notation used in this paper and then define the problem. In this paper, %" denotes the usual n dimensional vector space over % endowed with the Euclidean or 12 norm. If z E !R", 
Finally, for brevity, quantities that are obviously dependent on time will have this dependence suppressed in the presentation.
For simplicity, we assume that the nominal plant is exact feedback linearizable and in normal form as defined in [lo] . In other words, we restrict our m input, nth order nominal plant to be described by m ordinary differential equations of the form By assuming that the plant is exact feedback linearizable, we avoid the issues concerning the stability of zero dynamics and the impact of the uncert.ainty on these zero dynamics. By assuming that the plant is ill normal form, we avoid the complexity due t.o t.he tiow linear diffeomorphism relating the original st ate coordinates with the set of state coordinates i n wliich t,lie plant can be linearized. We note that t.hese asstitlip tions does not severely restrict the generality of the class of nonlinear plants under analysis since i i i m y physical systems naturally fit these assumptions. 111 particular, manipulator dynamics in joint coortlinat,rs is an example.
Defining z E Xm as and f(.
in the obvious ways, (7) etc. In the absence of uncertainty, applying (10) and (11) to (9) yields z = -I<x + T .
From (la), it is clear that without uncertainty, the closed loop operator from T to s is LTI. We define \Ir(s) as the n x in T F M from T ( S ) t o x(s) and denote this as the Desired Linearized System TFM. Since we design (12) to be stable, Q(s) E A"'"' with corresponding inverse Laplace transform Q ( t ) E A"'"'.
While the nonlinearities of the plant are known, we assume that there is dynamic, unstructured, possibly infinite dimensional, multiplicative uncertainty A at the plant input. We restrict A to the class of LTI, stable, norm bounded uncertainties given by (12)
A block diagram representation of the feedback system wit,h uncertainty and feedback linearization control law is given in Figure 1 . In the figure, rectangular blocks denote operators with * denoting the convolut,ion operator while triangular blocks denote gain multipliers. We note that with the uncertainty, the resulting closed loop system is no longer linear as in (12). The robust stability problem is then defined as follows:
For the feedback system in Figure 1 , assuming there exists a unique solution for s, find a sufficient condition for BIBO sta-
This problem is motivated by the need to control highly nonlinear systems with known nonlinear dynamics but uncertain or unmodelled dynamics, such as actuator dynamics, structural modes, or transport delays, that are linear or nearly linear.
Sufficient Conditions for Stability
In this section, we derive sufficient conditions for BIBO stability in Lz for the feedback system in Figure 1 for all A E D. We first note that we can put the feedback system in Figure 1 into a standard feedback configuration [ 111. From the block diagram, Putting (14), (15), (17) , and (19) together, the feedback system in Figure 1 can be transformed to the standard feedback configuration in Figure 2 .
To establish the first result, we need the following assumptions on the boundedness of the nonlinearit,ies of the nominal plant. 
With these assumptions, we establish the following sufficient condition for robust stability using the Small Gain Theorem [ll] . We note that it is similar to that found by Enns et. al. in [9] . 
where y~~ and y~~ are the Lz gains of the operators H1 and Hz, respectively. From Figure 2 , H1 is the LTI operator Q so that
For y~~, we note that for all T E %+, Looking at the condition presented in Theorem 1, we first note that the product satisfies the inequality where the right side is the worst case condition number of the matrix G for all I , which is typically much greater than unity. This means that is typically much greater than unity. Therefore, overbounding G and G-' by their worst case norms over all I leads to a large, possibly loose, upper bound on the gain of the operator H z . However, as demonstrated in [9] , given no other assumptions on G and G-', these bounds can be achieved in the sense that the gain of the operator GAG-' is indeed ,&/3211A11%, due to the complete phase uncertainty of A and the dependence of G and thus G-' on I. As a result! t.his overbounding is indeed necessary for the worst case.
Second, we note that due to the dependence of G on 2, we necessarily have to separate the two LTI operators A and \k and consider their 31, norms separately. This voids any notion of loopshaping for t.lie Desired Linearized System \ k ( j w ) in the frequency domain. In particular, we cannot take advant.age of our assumption that A is LTI and the fact that typically IlA(jw)ll will be small at low frequency and large only at high frequencies. Instead, our sufficient condition requires us to only consider the "worst. case" \!A( j w ) l l or its Z, norm, which is typically much greater t.lian unity.
Based on the discussion above, we now argur t,lia.t, Theorem 1 is impractical for design in t,hat., t.ypically, one cannot find a K such that the sufficient condit.ion (22) is satisfied. We first note that from (18) is typically much greater than unity and Y J is typically a t least unity, it follows that we require llIill t,o be large in order to satisfy our sufficient. condition. However, a s llli'll becomes large, Illillll@(jO)ll t.entls roughly to unity, and we still cannot sat,isfy ( 2 2 ) . A s a result, we conclude that for ~1 / 3~~~A ( j u )~~~~ tllirch larger than unity, we cannot use Theoreni 1 t,o guarantee robust stability.
Since Theorem 1 is inadequate in establishing robust. stability in practice, we are motivated to find a more practical condition. We note that most of the conservatism is generated by the dependence of the input map G on z. We can eliminate this problem by making the following additional assumption, which replaces (20).
Assumption 2
The input map G E Smxm as a constanf matrix, independent of z, with
With this assumption and (21) from Assumption 1, we establish the following sufficient condition for robust. st,ability. Proof: Again, it is equivalent to show stability for t.he feedback system in Figure 2 . Since G is now const,ant, we note from Figure 2 that the operator from U to z is now LTI with transfer function matrix, Q ( jw)GA(jw)G-' . We can then choose this operator as H i and choose the operator N : Lze -+ Lze as H2 where N is defined as is viewed as a form of stability margin. We note that 6 can be negative in which case the maximum singular value of Qj(jw)G can be greater than the bound l / l ( w ) and still insure stability robustness. In addition, (39) allows us to loopshape S(jw)G to insure stability robustness. In particular, we can take advantage of the fact that, typically, the uncertainty is small at low frequencies and large at high frequencies by making ~~\ k ( j u ) G~~ large at low frequencies and small at high frequencies through proper choice of Ii. Furthermore, we note that increasing the size of K increases 6 so that the required margin between ll@(jw)Gll and l/l(w) increases. This gives a limit on how large we can choose A' and therefore a limit on the bandwidth of the Desired Linearized System. Unlike LTI results, (33) is still conservative even if the uncertainty is truly unstructured. In other words, if (33) is satisfied with equality, we may not be able to construct a destabilizing A E D as we could in the &TI case. This is due to the linear bound placed on the nonlinearity f. However, since the nonlinear operator N , in (34), is memoryless, we note that our feedback system is in the form of a MIMO Lur'e system. Therefore, we can reduce conservatism by applying proper loop transformations [ 111, using a gain C, provided that we can insure that the LTI system (I + C\k(jw)GA(jw)G-')-' is stable.
In comparing the two sufficient conditions, the practicality of the second condition over the first is obvious.
Since G is constant, we no longer have plp2 equaling to something greater than the worst case condition number of G over all 2. Instead, is now equal to the condition number of G where 01 is buried in the quantity 11Q(jw)Gll. If G tends to amplify inputs by the same amount in all directions, will be close to unity. In addition, the second condition allows us to perform loopshaping on the Desired Linearized System as discussed above. Therefore, we see that Assumption 2 allows us to avoid the two issues that make the first condition impractical. However, we also note that Assumption 2 places further restrictions on the class of nonlinear plants under analysis. As a result, practicality is gained at the price of generality.
Conclusions
In this paper, two sufficient conditions guaranteeing the robust stability to linear multiplicative unstructured uncertainty at the plant input for MIMO nonlinear systems under feedback linearization are established using a small gain argument. The first is a general result for an exact feedback linearizable nominal plant in normal form. We showed that this result is, in general, impractical for design in that, typically, the sufficient condition fails for any value of Ii' and thus cannot be used to guarantee stability. In an effort to find a more useful result, we made an additional assumption which yields a second sufficient condition which is shown to be practical for design purposes and to be analogous to well known LTI results concerning stability robustness. This additional assumption, however, further restricts the class of nonlinear plants under analysis.
In comparing the two results, we note that we cannot directly compare the conservatism of these two conditions and say that the second condition is less conservative than the first. By making the additional assumption, we have essentially changed the problem so that any comparison is futile. Instead we can only argue t,hat the second condition is more practical than the first and that this practicality is gained at the price of generality in the class of nonlinear plants under analysis. For further research, we can view these two results as two extremes in practicality and generality in solving the defined problem using a small gain approach. The goal then is to define additional assumptions on the nonlinear system that will give results which lie in between these extremes, i.e. a result that is both practical and general enough to cover the class of nonlinear plants of interest. This will be addressed in more detail in a future publication.
